The thermodynamic behavior and structural properties of hydrophobic-polar (HP) lattice proteins interacting with attractive surfaces are studied by means of Wang-Landau sampling. Three benchmark HP sequences (48mer, 67mer, and 103mer) are considered with different types of surfaces, each of which attracting either all monomers, only hydrophobic (H) monomers, or only polar (P) monomers, respectively. The diversity of folding behavior in dependence of surface strength is discussed. Analyzing the combined patterns of various structural observables, such as e.g., the derivatives of the numbers of surface contacts, together with the specific heat, we are able to identify generic categories of folding and transition hierarchies. We also infer a connection between these transition categories and the relative surface strengths, i.e., the ratio of the surface attractive strength to the inter-chain attraction among H monomers. The validity of our proposed classification scheme is reinforced by the analysis of additional benchmark sequences. We thus believe that the folding hierarchies and identification scheme are generic for HP proteins interacting with attractive surfaces, regardless of chain length, sequence, or surface attraction.
they occur remain puzzles to be solved [1, 13] . Enormous efforts have been dedicated to unveil the mysteries in protein folding and adsorption mainly by experimental approaches [14, 15] . Nevertheless, the fact that only the "final product" can be obtained and studied in an experiment makes for slow progress in understanding the dynamics and folding processes. From another point of view, the diversity of possible protein sequences and sophisticated interactions among amino acids also complicate theoretical structural prediction in protein foldingnot to mention when the protein interacts with solvent molecules or a substrate where an extra level of complexity enters.
With the advances in computer power, numerical simulation has become a promising way to shed more light on the general problem. The study of simplified, coarsegrained protein models in conjunction with Monte Carlo simulations, being able to efficiently explore large conformational phase spaces [16, 17] , has been a particularly successful approach in understanding the principles behind protein folding and adsorption. Among these minimalist models, the hydrophobic-polar (HP) model introduced by Dill et al. [18, 19] has been a particularly active, yet difficult, research subject in recent years. The interest in the HP model is twofold: (i) Despite its known limitations [20, 21] , the model captures some of the most important qualitative features which drive the folding of proteins and characterize their native states. It thus laid a basis to systematically study many problems in protein folding by means of computer simula-tions. (ii) The ground state search for an HP sequence is an NP-complete problem [22, 23] , and the rough free energy landscapes cause traditional Monte Carlo methods, e.g. Metropolis sampling [24] , to fail in the low temperature regime [25] . Therefore, the HP model is a well-suited testing ground for a number of emerging numerical methods [26] [27] [28] [29] [30] [31] [32] [33] [34] . In addition, the thermodynamic behavior of different HP sequences can vary noticeably, even for the same chain length [32] . Consequently, finite-size scaling cannot be applied to a systematic study of the effect of system size, unlike many other models in statistical physics. Thus, our understanding of the general behavior of the model is still incomplete and the simulation of the HP model remains a challenging computational problem in statistical physics.
Various approaches have been undertaken to better understand the energy landscapes, thermodynamics and conformational transitions of HP proteins adsorbing on an attracting surface [35] [36] [37] [38] [39] [40] . In this work, our intent is to identify generic thermodynamic and structural behavior of protein adsorption from a macroscopic perspective using the HP model. We have adopted Wang-Landau sampling [41] [42] [43] to obtain the density of states of a system, from which subsequent thermodynamics can be calculated. To the best of our knowledge, it is the first comprehensive analysis of structural transitions for protein adsorption that integrates results from multiple HP sequences. Previous work by Bachmann and Janke [39] , Swetnam and Allen [40] or Radhakrishna et al. [44] only studied the conformational pseudo-phases based on individual benchmark HP sequences. Comparing the thermodynamic and structural properties of multiple sequences allowed us to identify categories of generic transition behavior and to draw a correspondence between these categories and the relative interaction strengths involved. This finding is fundamental as it implies that different HP sequences share certain general, qualitative, characteristics in structural transformations when brought near to an adsorbing substrate.
The article is organized as follows: Section II describes the model employed, Section III explains the sampling method and details, Section IV presents the simulation results, Section V discusses the analysis and interpretation of the results, and Section VI gives a summary and outlook of this work.
II. MODEL
The commonly known 22 amino acids found in proteins can roughly be classified as either hydrophobic or polar depending on the nature of their side chains. The tendency of the non-polar residues to stay away from water molecules has been identified as the key driving "force" in forming tertiary structures. The hydrophobic-polar (HP) model [18, 19] is a coarse-grained lattice model for proteins that captures this hydrophobic effect. In this model, an amino acid is treated as a single monomer and it can only be hydrophobic (H) or polar (P). A protein is thus represented by a heteropolymer which consists of N connected monomers of type H or P. An attractive interaction exists only between a pair of non-bonded nearest neighboring H monomers. This attraction is denoted by ε HH in our discussion, and the magnitude indicates the ability of the H monomers to pull themselves together as determined by the insolubility of the protein in an aqueous environment. In other words, the solvent quality is intrinsically considered by the model. Other factors like charges and acidity of amino acids that also govern protein folding are not handled in this scope.
In addition to the internal interactions within the polymer, the binding of a protein with an attractive substrate contributes to the total energy. We have considered three types of surface fields in view of the setting of the HP model: (i) a surface interacts only with H monomers (a hydrophobic surface) with strength ε SH , (ii) a surface interacts only with P monomers (a polar surface) with strength ε SP , and (iii) a surface interacts with both H and P monomers with equal strength, i.e., ε SH = ε SP = 0. The energy function of an HP sequence interacting with a surface takes the general form:
where n HH denotes the number of interacting pairs between H monomers, n SH the number of surface contacts with H monomers and n SP the number of surface contacts with the P monomers. Besides contributing to the system's energy, these three quantities are also useful "order" parameters that give quantitative measures of the structure of a conformation [45] . The negative signs in front of each term indicate that it is energetically favorable when the monomers interact or come in contact with the surface. Our simulations were performed on a threedimensional simple cubic lattice with the attractive surface being the xy-plane placed at z = 0. A noninteracting steric wall is placed at z = N + 1 to confine the polymer in a way that it can contact both walls with its ends only when it is a vertical straight chain. Periodic boundary conditions are imposed in the x and y directions.
III. METHOD A. Calculation of thermodynamic quantities
The partition function, Z, at a particular temperature T can be expressed in terms of the energy density of states g(E):
where E is the energy of the system as defined by the energy function, k B is the Boltzmann constant, and the sum runs over all the energies that the system can take. Since g(E) does not depend on T , one may calculate Z at any temperature with a single estimate of g(E). All the thermodynamic quantities then follow from the knowledge of Z. For example, the average energy E and the heat capacity C V are calculated as:
The specific heat is then defined as C V /N accordingly.
B. Wang-Landau sampling and trial moves
Wang-Landau (WL) sampling is a powerful, iterative algorithm to estimate the density of states, g(E), with high accuracy. Details of the algorithm are described in Refs. [41] [42] [43] . In our simulations, rather stringent parameters were chosen in order to obtain accurate estimates for g(E): We used a flatness criterion p = 0.8 for the 48mer and p = 0.6 for the 67mer and 103mer. The final modification factor was set to ln(f f inal ) = 10 −8 in all cases.
It has been found that two types of trial moves, pull moves [46] and bond-rebridging moves [47] , work particularly well together with WL sampling in search of the global energy minimum conformations and the determination of the density of states for lattice polymers [48] [49] [50] . The ability of reaching low energy states allows for a more thorough survey of conformational space, yielding a higher resolution of g(E) and thus more precise thermodynamic quantities especially in the low temperature regime. This is of particular importance for longer chain lengths with more complex energy landscapes [50] .
The two trial moves are called with different probabilities. Bond-rebridging moves transform a polymer from one compact state to another without uncoiling, making it more efficient than pull moves in dealing with densely packed polymers. However, since the energy difference resulting from a bond-rebridging move is relatively large, its acceptance rate is rather low. This drawback is compensated for with a higher calling ratio. In our simulations, we used move fractions of 80% and 20% for bondrebridging moves and pull moves, respectively.
In order to fulfill detailed balance when employing pull moves, an extra factor is added to the acceptance probability of moving from state A (with energy E A ) to state B (with energy E B ):
where n A→B is the number of pull moves that transform A to B; n A is the number of possible pull moves which can be performed from state A; n B→A and n B are defined likewise. Because of reversibility of pull moves, n A→B = n B→A and the two terms cancel out in Eq. (5) . When a pull move is chosen to generate a new configuration, a list of possible moves from state A is first constructed to obtain n A . A move is then selected randomly from the list, generating state B. n B is counted and P (A → B) can then be calculated. This procedure is computationally expensive (it slows down the simulation by approximately an order of magnitude); however, it secures the reliability of our results by taking detailed balance into careful consideration. We adopted RANLUX as the random number generator (gsl rng ranlxd2), which is recommended by the GNU Scientific Library (GSL) for its "reliable source of uncorrelated numbers" and "strongest proof of randomness" [51] . It uses a lagged-Fibonacci-with-skipping algorithm [52] with double precision output and a long period of about 10
171 . The use of Wang-Landau sampling together with inventive trial moves is essential for uncovering the subtle, low temperature thermodynamics of these systems. This is demonstrated in Fig. 1 which shows the specific heat of a 36mer (P 3 H 2 P 2 H 2 P 5 H 7 P 2 H 2 P 4 H 2 P 2 HP 2 ) interacting with a very weak attractive surface (ε SH = ε SP = 1, ε HH = 12). As seen in the figure, all the surface related transitions below k B T /ε HH ≈ 0.3 are completely inaccessible by Metropolis sampling, even with very long runs (10 8 trial moves!) incorporating pull moves and bond rebridging moves! In contrast, Wang-Landau sampling is even able to uncover the shoulder at k B T /ε HH ≈ 0.016 shown in the inset (caused by a rapid change in configurational entropy of the excitation from the ground state to the first few excited states; see Ref. [53] for details). We, therefore, stress that sophisticated Monte Carlo algorithms are crucial in simulating systems with delicate low temperature behavior. Recently, improvements have been proposed to speed up and ensure the convergence of WL sampling in simulating lattice polymers or proteins [40, 44, 50, 54] .
C. Calculation of thermodynamics of structural observables
Structural quantities are essential in understanding non-energetic properties of the system. They provide information on the structures and packing of the polymer. Apart from the quantities n HH , n SH and n SP introduced in Section II, structural quantities that are often of interest include the radius of gyration,
and the end-to-end distance,
where r cm in Eq. (6) is the center of mass of the configuration; r i is the position of monomer i.
To obtain the thermodynamics of a structural observable Q, we estimated the joint density of states, g(E, Q), by multicanonical sampling [55, 56] . Although it is feasible to sample g(E, Q) all over again using a twodimensional random walk in WL sampling if only one structural quantity is required, it becomes impossible if several of them are of interest. A more efficient way is to make use of the prior knowledge of g(E) and perform a multicanonical sampling. In this process, trial states are accepted or rejected according to 1/g(E), where g(E) is the one obtained previously by the one-dimensional WL sampling and is held fixed throughout the whole production procedure. As a new trial state is accepted, any desired structural quantity Q would be calculated and accumulated in a two-dimensional histogram, H(E, Q). The simulation is brought to an end when a sufficiently large number of Monte Carlo steps have been performed. The joint density of states, g(E, Q), is then obtained by reweighing H(E, Q):
As such, we can obtain as many g(E, Q)'s for various Q's as desired in a single production run.
The partition function, Z Q , for observable Q and its expectation value can then be obtained as
and
IV. SIMULATION RESULTS
We have studied three benchmark HP sequences (48mer, 67mer, and 103mer) interacting with three types of surfaces (see above). The 48mer (PHPHP 4 HPHPHP 2 -HPH 6 P 2 H 3 PHP 2 HPH 2 P 2 HPH 3 P 4 H) is seq. 9 among the ten "Harvard sequences" designed originally for algorithm testing purpose [57] , where the number of H and P monomers are exactly the same in each sequence, i.e., 24 H monomers and 24 P monomers respectively. The one chosen here for our simulation has the minimum ground state degeneracy in 3D free space [32, 57] . The 67mer (PHPH 2 PH 2 PHPP-
was first introduced to resemble α/β-barrel in real proteins [58] , while the 103mer
A. Ground states and limiting behavior Table I reports the lowest energies found for these three sequences during the estimation of g(E) with different types of attractive surfaces. To understand the "asymptotic" folding behavior in the limit of a surface with infinite attractive strength, we simulated the case where the HP chain was confined to a two-dimensional free space. This is equivalent to restricting all monomers of the HP chain on the surface, giving a 2D ground state. Another limiting case is when the surface is totally absent in a three-dimensional space. For more details on these two cases, see [60] .
These two limiting cases are useful in visualizing upper and lower bounds for thermodynamic observables and they serve as an aid to understand the details of folding behavior. A demonstrative example is the averaged radius of gyration per monomer, R g /N , shown in Fig.  2 for the 48mer interacting with a surface attracting all monomers (surfaces A1, A2 and A 1 /2). The radii of gyration of the two limiting cases are plotted on the same figure. Drawing a simple connection to the self-avoiding random walk on square and cubic lattices, it is obvious that R g is largest when all the monomers are forced to sit on the surface to form planar structures, yielding the upper bound for R g . Correspondingly, R g is smallest when the HP chain is allowed to fold freely in a threedimensional space to form 3D structures, giving the lower bound of R g . Generally speaking, when the HP chain is placed near a surface of finite attractive strength, it remains as an extended coil at high temperature as if the Surfaces attract all monomers:
Surfaces attract only H monomers:
Surfaces attract only P monomers:
surface is absent. The radii of gyration for all cases thus coincide with the 3D, surface-free one.
As the temperature decreases, the HP chain interacting with a stronger attractive surface (A2) starts the adsorption process the earliest at k B T /ε HH ≈ 5.0 as its R g "departs" from the lower bound and begins to approach the upper bound. Such an adsorption "transition" is clearly signaled by the peak in C V centered at k B T /ε HH ≈ 4.25. At k B T /ε HH ≈ 1.0, R g merges with the upper bound signifying a complete adsorption of all monomers. The formation of a hydrophobic core in which the number of inter-chain H-H interactions, n HH , is maximized, then takes place entirely on the surface in this case until the ground state is reached at zero temperature. This process in the low temperature regime is identical to the one in two-dimensional free space, as indicated by the complete agreement in the radii of gyration and the coincidence of the peak at k B T /ε HH ≈ 0.5 observed in C V .
The thermodynamics for surface A1 is qualitatively similar to that of surface A2 except that it requires a lower adsorption temperature. Since the radii of gyration for both surface types end up with the same value as the upper bound at T = 0, one may expect that the ground state conformations for both systems are twodimensional. This has been confirmed by the number of surface contacts (n SH = n SP = 24, meaning the entire chain is in contact with the surface) and the number of H-H interactions (n HH = 21, which is the same as the ground state of the 2D limiting case). While the two peaks in the specific heat of surface A 1 /2 tend to give the impression that it has the same qualitative folding behavior as the previous cases, the shape of the radius of gyration clearly distinguishes it from the others, apart from showing that the ground state is now three-dimensional. This is the first clue that the specific heat alone does not provide a complete picture of structural transition behavior. Indeed, the transition hierarchy of the 48mer interacting with surface A 1 /2 is different from surfaces A1 and A2, which can only be verified by examining other structural parameters as we shall see in the following section.
B. Identification of transition categories by canonical analysis of specific heat and structural quantities
Three major transition categories were identified from the 24 systems presented in Table I by considering the combined patterns of the specific heat C V /N and the average radius of gyration R g /N .
Category I: C V shows two peaks, a bump between the peaks might be possible, R g shows a maximum between these two peaks.
Category II: C V shows two peaks, R g decreases upon cooling. In the very low temperature regime, it might rise back up a little to form a minimum when the temperature approaches zero.
Category III: C V shows only one peak with possible shoulders, R g decreases upon cooling.
The different combinations of C V and R g in the transition categories are caused by the different order of occurrence in folding processes, which are revealed by further investigation of proper structural parameters and their derivatives. Quantities which are particularly informative for our systems include the derivatives of the average number of H-H interactions, d n HH /dT , and those of the numbers of surface contacts, d n SH /dT and d n SP /dT . A peak in d n HH /dT signals the construction of H-H interactions to form a hydrophobic core (Hcore formation). Peaks in d n SH /dT and d n SP /dT provide information about the formation of surface contacts, which is associated with the adsorption process as well as the "flattening" of structure due to surface attraction.
We observe that R ee behaves quite similarly as R g but is less reliable at low temperature where mainly compact structures are found. For this reason our analysis relies on R g rather than on R ee .
Folding behavior with a strong attractive surface:
Category I Figure 3 shows a typical transition pattern of category I demonstrated by the 67mer with surface A2, for which ε HH = 1, ε SH = ε SP = 2. It is characterized by two pronounced peaks in C V , with R g attaining its maximum between them as seen in the upper panel of the figure. The nature of transitions to which the two peaks in C V correspond can be identified by comparing them with d n HH /dT and d n SH /dT in the lower panel. Since the surface attracts both types of monomers equally, d n SP /dT shows similar behavior as d n SH /dT and thus is not shown in the figure. The C V peak at k B T /ε HH ≈ 4.4 represents the desorptionadsorption transition where d n SH /dT peaks at the same temperature. The C V peak at k B T /ε HH ≈ 0.4 represents the H-core formation as d n HH /dT also shows a peak at that position. R g decreases most rapidly during this latter process when temperature is lowered. A closer look at C V in Fig. 3 shows a weak bump between k B T /ε HH ≈ 1.0 and 3.5. The same phenomenon is also observed in d n SH /dT (and d n SP /dT ), suggesting that a subtle process related to the interaction with the surface is taking place in this temperature range. Recalling our previous discussion on the radius of gyration R g in Section IV A, this is a region where the HP chain keeps forming contacts with the surface until it adsorbs completely on the surface. We call this process a "flattening" of the structure. When the surface attraction is sufficiently strong, it occurs right after the chain is adsorbed to the surface but before the H-core formation. The top graph in the leftmost column in Table II shows a similar case for the 48mer, ε HH = 1, ε SH = ε SP = 2.
However, there are cases where this "flattening" bump is not observed in C V , as seen from the other two examples for the 67mer and 103mer with different surface attractions in Table II . The flattening process might have been "integrated" within adsorption, or it simply does not cause enough energy fluctuations to give a visible signal in C V . In the latter case, signals can be found in other structural quantities like d n SH /dT or d n SP /dT .
Folding behavior with a moderately attractive surface:
Category II Figure 4 shows the thermodynamics for the 103mer with surface P 1 /2, a typical case in category II. Similar to category I, systems in category II also show two pronounced peaks in C V and identification of structural transitions depends on the derivatives of n HH , n SH and n SP . The peak at k B T /ε HH ≈ 0.85 represents the desorption-adsorption transition as identified by the peaks in d n SH /dT and d n SP /dT . Another peak at k B T /ε HH ≈ 0.42 indicates the H-core formation as signaled by a peak in d n HH /dT .
The feature that differentiates category II from category I is the absence of a maximum for R g between the two peaks in C V . It decreases upon cooling until the very low temperature regime. The difference arises from the fact that the flattening of structures occurs at a lower temperature than the H-core formation in the vicinity of a less attractive surface, giving rise to another transition hierarchy than category I. Two possibilities for R g are then observed when the temperature is further lowered: (a) it keeps descending as in Fig. 4 ; (b) it rises back up until T = 0, forming a minimum below the H-core formation temperature as the 48mer does in Table II (top  graph, middle column for category II) .
Interesting observations at low temperature are revealed by the thermodynamics of d n HH /dT , d n SH /dT and d n SP /dT as shown in the lower panel of Fig. 4 . During H-core formation at k B T /ε HH ≈ 0.42 where d n HH /dT peaks at, troughs are observed in d n SH /dT and d n SP /dT . This is a process of "thickening" during which some of the surface attachments have to be broken to facilitate the construction of H-H interactions.
When the temperature is further lowered to k B T /ε HH ≈ 0.25, a subtle shoulder could barely be seen in C V and R g stays still on cooling; d n SP /dT , however, shows a clear peak. This suggests that surface contacts for the P monomers are established, demonstrating the flattening effect. Eventually the structures with minimal possible energy are attained but they no longer span as many layers vertically as at higher temperature. These structures are not completely planar as in category I, as forming surface contacts is not always more energetically favorable than forming hydrophobic H-H interactions. In many other examples of this transition category (see Table II ), C V only has two major transition peaks, sometimes with a subtle shoulder or a spike merged into the peaks as a result of a combination of various events. Individual investigation of structural measures is thus essential to segregate different structural changes. 
Folding behavior with a weak attractive surface: Category III and beyond
When the surface attractive strength further reduces, the adsorption and flattening temperatures decrease accordingly. Category III is identified when the adsorption transition coincides with H-core formation, giving a single peak in C V associated with a shoulder in some cases like the example shown in Fig. 5 . The thermodynamics of category III transitions looks similar to that in 3D free space. In both cases, R g decreases upon cooling and C V peaks at nearly the same temperature, except that a higher peak results for systems of category III. Since adsorption and H-core formation now occur almost together at nearby temperatures, more conformational degrees of freedom are introduced by the surface interactions and this higher entropy gain results in a larger C V .
Details of transitions are again provided by d n HH /dT , d n SH /dT and d n SP /dT . From the positions of peaks in d n SH /dT and d n SP /dT , one may identify adsorption at k B T /ε HH ≈ 0.63 and flattening at k B T /ε HH ≈ 0.24 respectively. d n HH /dT manifests a wide peak across the adsorption and flattening temperatures, which suggests that the hydrophobic core is formed roughly in the temperature range k B T /ε HH ≈ 0.25 − 0.87. Instead of producing individual peaks in C V , the signals of adsorption and flattening are "bridged" and smoothed out by the H-core formation, giving only a peak with a shoulder in C V , the shape and location of the latter being often subject to some variability. Therefore, it is necessary to rely again on structural quantities to separate signals for the various transitions as illustrated in the previous categories.
For very weak attractive surfaces, adsorption and flattening occur at even lower temperatures. They become distinguishable from the H-core formation which takes place at a higher temperature, forming two or even three distinct peaks in C V . We generally classify systems with this transition hierarchy as category IV. For a detailed discussion of an example from this category, see [53, 61] .
V. DISCUSSION

A. Remarks on the structural measures and categories
Our results demonstrate that a comprehensive analysis of the specific heat (C V ) combined with a set of appropriate structural quantities is essential to shed light on recognizing structural transformations, especially those subtle ones for which C V alone provides insufficient information. We also note that in identifying phase transitions, the peaks observed in structural quantities and those in C V might be slightly off. One possible explanation could be finite size effects [62] . Nevertheless, this does not affect our identification scheme much as these shifts are sufficiently small compared to the difference in temperature scales required to clearly identify distinct categories of transition patterns. Table II further summarizes and compares the thermodynamic features for the three categories discussed in the previous section. We have intentionally chosen examples of various combinations of surface types (i.e. surface strengths) and chain lengths for each category to illustrate that the classification scheme is generic regardless of these variations.
B. Classification of categories using relative surface attraction strengths
Our classification scheme effectively generalized the folding behavior into certain transition hierarchies. We further observe that the dominating factor determining the transition category is closely associated with the relative surface attraction, specifically, the ratio between ε SH + ε SP and ε HH . • shows two peaks, one for adsorption at high T , one for H-core formation at low T
• might have a shoulder or a spike for flattening below the H-core formation T
• shows only one peak for a combination of adsorption, flattening and H-core formation
• peak might have one or more shoulders for processes taking place at nearby T
Rg
• shows a global maximum between the two CV peaks, signifying the end of flattening and the start of H-core formation upon cooling
• decreases upon cooling, might form a local maximum between the two CV peaks
• might rise back up due to flattening after H-core formation, forming a minimum at low T
• keeps decreasing upon cooling
• might rise back up due to flattening after H-core formation, forming a minimum at low T Table III shows the distribution of transition categories against the relative surface attractions for systems with various chain lengths and surface types. Ideally, a perfect correspondence between the transition categories and the relative surface attractions is implied if only the diagonal compartments were filled in Table III . In reality, as thermodynamic subtleties vary from sequence to sequence, some off-diagonal compartments are also occupied (e.g., some systems with ε SH + ε SP < ε HH show category II behavior). A few systems also reveal "category duality" where the thermodynamics bears properties from both categories (e.g. the 103mer interacting with surfaces A 1 /2 or P 1). Nonetheless, the generality of our classification scheme is clearly apparent and allows us to infer the following basic rules: transition category I occurs for surfaces which are strongly attractive (ε SH + ε SP >≈ ε HH ); category II occurs when the hydrophobic internal attraction is approximately comparable to the surface strengths (ε SH + ε SP ≈ ε HH ); category III can only occur when surface strengths are relatively weak compared to ε HH (ε SH + ε SP < ε HH ). Besides, we have also investigated the influence of the proportion of monomers by considering the ratio between (n SH /N )ε SH + (n SP /N )ε SP and ε HH . However, we did not find an obvious relation between these quantities and the transition categories. We thus believe that ε SH + ε SP is more suitable for the classification scheme.
We stress that unlike other existing work, this classification is an inference based on multiple HP sequences of various chain lengths and attributes. In Table III , we have also included results from three other sequences, which were used as a "testing set" for the adequacy of the classification scheme: a 36mer (P 3 H 2 P 2 H 2 P 5 H 7 P 2 H 2 P 4 H 2 P 2 HP 2 ); another 48mer (HP-H 2 P 2 H 4 PH 3 P 2 H 2 P 2 HPH 3 PHPH 2 P 2 H 2 P 3 HP 8 H 2 ); and a 64mer (H 12 PHPHP 2 H 2 P 2 H 2 P 2 HP 2 H 2 P 2 H 2 P 2 HP 2 H 2 -P 2 H 2 P 2 HPHPH 12 ). The 36mer and the 64mer were originally proposed to test a 2D genetic algorithm [26] , whereas the 48mer is Seq. 1 of the ten testing sequences in [57] . All results from these additional sequences fall into the diagonal compartments in Table III , reinforcing that our classification scheme is applicable to other sequences interacting with an adsorbing substrate without loss of generality. This is thus a breakthrough in our understanding of adsorption properties of lattice proteins: Instead of sequence-dependent individual behavior, the thermodynamics of HP proteins do follow common patterns in structural transitions when they interact with an adsorbing substrate.
Even if ε SH and ε SP have the same magnitude, they are generally not expected to contribute equivalently to the total energy because of the competition between ε SH and ε HH for the H monomers. However, the contrary appears to be the case in our study because of the entropic effects, in which the adsorbing P monomers also hinder the formation of H-H contacts in an indirect manner by dragging the H monomers to the surface. Consider the surface P 2 case for instance: As it is energetically more favorable to form surface-P contacts than internal H-H contacts, the chain tends to sit on the surface rather than to form a compact globule. The H monomers are then restricted to sit also on the surface instead of forming H-H contacts, causing both d n SH /dT and d n SP /dT to peak at the adsorption temperature.
VI. CONCLUSION
In this work, protein adsorption has been studied with a coarse-grained lattice model, the HP model, interacting with a surface which either attracts all monomers, only hydrophobic monomers or only polar monomers. We have employed Wang-Landau sampling with two effective Monte Carlo trial moves, pull moves and bondrebridging moves, to obtain the energy density of states and subsequent thermodynamics of structural quantities for a 48mer, 67mer and 103mer. Ground state energies are also reported. Based on the folding and adsorption behavior revealed by a careful, comprehensive analysis of the specific heat, radius of gyration and derivatives of the numbers of surface contacts, we have been able to identify four main types of transition hierarchies (three of which are discussed in detail in this work). We have found that the occurrence of these transition hierarchies is mainly determined by the attractive couplings of the surface relative to the internal hydrophobic attraction, i.e., the ratio between ε SH + ε SP and ε HH , regardless of the surface type, chain length or composition of H and P monomers of an HP sequence. Three other benchmark sequences, a 36mer, another 48mer and a 64mer, have confirmed the validity of our classification scheme.
Although other transition categories cannot be excluded from our study, the ones presented here provide a general and representative picture of the thermodynamics of HP proteins interacting with an adsorbing substrate. Our study also demonstrates that classifying transition hierarchies by a combined analysis of the specific heat and appropriate structural parameters provides a powerful route in approaching similar systems of large conformational and sequence spaces, for instance, HP proteins interacting with two confining, attractive surfaces [63, 64] .
However, further investigation is necessary to determine if there is a rigorous relation between the proposed transition categories and the relative surface attractions. More statistics from longer chains, or chains of the same length but with different H and P compositions would help clarifying the problem. The next question is whether the same conclusions could be drawn, or what discrepancies would be found, for other lattice models with other energy functions, i.e., different interactions between monomers and with the surface. Another important question is whether similar classification schemes could hold for off-lattice models. In this case, thermodynamics of other structural parameters, e.g., the gyration tensor, density profile, or any suitable ones, could help in identifying such generic transition patterns. All these together are essential in determining the effectiveness of using different simplified protein models in computer simulations to study protein adsorption from a macroscopic perspective.
